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India is one such country that never fails to impress its visitors with its numerous tourist attractions
and mesmerizing holiday spots. There are a lot to choose from when traveling in India. You can
explore prehistoric monuments, holy places, modern cities, holiday spots and much more.

The picturesque locations in India are sure to gratify all those looking for a perfect holiday. Some of
most popular travel destinations of India that draws thousands of vacationer from all around the
world every year are Rajasthan, Kashmir â€“ the paradise on the earth, Ladakh â€“ little Tibet, Kerala â€“
Godâ€™s own country, Himachal Pradesh â€“ known for breathtaking hill stations, Goa â€“ the land of Sun,
Sand & Sea, Mumbai- the bollywood city, Bangalore- the IT hub of India, Mysore, Chennai to name
a few. You can also select tours on the bases of themes like cultural holidays, luxury holiday,
Ayurveda and spa holidays, beach holidays, adventure holidays etc.

Spending your holiday in India can be even more pleasurable and enjoyable if you take the services
of a travel agencies or tour operators. Such companies specialize in arranging different tours to suit
different needs, budget and requirements. They even offer customized travel package for your tour.
To have an ultimate holiday you should go for traveling in a bus. Bus is a great way to explore your
destination to the fullest. They are not only low-priced, comfortable mode of transportation but also
much more enjoyable. You also get an opportunity to intermingle with other traveler.

It is advisable that you go for only reputed Travel Company to ensure high quality services. One
such travel company is Raj Tours And Travels, they also offers Raj Tours And Travels Bus
Services. The buses have comfortable seats, equipped with entertainment facilities Wi-Fi and live
television. Apart from this, the company has years of experience in this field thus is able to cater to
each and every need of their clients. They also offer online booking by the name of Raj Tours And
Travels Online Booking service for effortless booking. The experienced staff of the travel company
is familiar with the destination, local language, which makes it easy for the tourists to explore the
city. Other established travel companies offering online services to choose for are Vrl Travels
Online, Dhanunjaya Travels Online.

No matter, which place or travel agency you opt for in India, you are sure to have a outstanding
holiday.
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Sameer Dsouza  - About Author:
The author loves to explore different cities in India. For his recent tour he chose a Raj Tours And
Travels and made booking for Raj Tours And Travels Bus Services with the help of a Dhanunjaya
Travels Online Booking service.
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